Examples are given of a non-quasi-well behaved closed • derivation in C([0, 1] x [0, 1]) extending the partial derivative, and of a compact subset H of the plane such that C(S2) has no nonzero quasi-well behaved • derivations but C(Q) does admit nonzero closed « derivations.
1. Introduction. A regularity condition which arises in the study of unbounded derivations in C* algebras is quasi-well behavedness. (A definition is given below.) Sakai asked in [S2] whether every closed * derivation in a C* algebra must be quasi-well behaved (qwb). Batty gave a counterexample: a compact subset Í2 of the plane such that the partial derivative 3/3x defines a non-qwb closed * derivation in C(ß) [B2, Example 5].
Most of this paper is devoted to two further examples. In §3, we present an example of a non-qwb closed * derivation in C([0, 1] X [0, 1]) which is an extension of the partial derivative 3/3x. This is interesting for two reasons. It shows that an extension of the qwb closed * derivative 3/3x need not be qwb. And it provides an example of a non-qwb closed * derivation in C0(M), where AZ is a manifold. (The boundary of the unit square plays no role.) The second example, in §4, is of a compact subset £2 of the plane such that C(S2) has no nonzero qwb * derivations, but does admit nontrivial closed * derivations.
§2 contains a brief discussion of qwb and non-qwb closed * derivations in C [0, 1] . The remainder of this introduction contains definitions and preliminary results.
We will be concerned exclusively with commutative C* algebras. Let S2 be compact Hausdorff. A linear map 8 in C(£2) is called a * derivation if its domain 60(6) is a dense conjugate closed subalgebra of C(Í2), and 8 satisfies 8(fg) = fô(g) + 8(f)g and 8(f) =8(f) for all/, g G ty(8). If ô is a closed map, then ^(8), with the graph norm || • ||s = || • \\x + ||ô(-)lloo> is a Silov regular Banach algebra with structure space S2. The Silov algebra 6D(Ô) has a C' functional calculus. If
We let 6î)(ô)sa denote the set of real valued functions in ^(8). Definition 1.1. Let ô be a * derivative in C(S2) (not necessarily closed).
(i)/ G 65(ô)sa is said to be well behaved if 3« G Q such that H/H^ = |/(co)| and 8(f)(0) -0.
(ii) / G ^(ô)^ is said to be strongly well behaved if Vco G ñ, y/H^ = |/(co)| implies 8(f)(ic) = 0.
(iii) A point co G ti is said to be we// behaved if V/ G 3)(*)¡u., ||/|L = |/(«)| implies 5(/)(co) = 0.
Notation. Denote the set of well behaved functions in ^(8)s& by WF(8) and the set of well behaved points in ti by WP(8). By int H-T^rS), we mean the interior of WF(8) in 6^(8)SJl_ with respect to the sup-norm.
The following result is due to C. Batty [Bl, Proposition 7] , [B2, Propositions 2, 3 and Theorem 4]. Theorem 1.2. Let 8 be a * derivation in C(ti). To give these definitions a context, we mention that a closed * derivation 8 is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous one parameter group of * automorphisms (a C* dynamics) if and only if (i) 8 is well behaved, and (ii)((5± 1)ÜD(0) = C(ß).
A qwb * derivation is always closable, and the closure is again qwb [S2], [Bl] . Lemma 1.4. Let 8 be a closed * derivation in C(ti), and let co G WP(8). If f G 6Û(8)sa has a local extremum at to, then 8(f)(u) = 0.
Proof. By replacing/by -/ + cl if necessary, we can assume that/has a local maximum at to and /(co) > 0. Let U be an open neighborhood of co such that for all co' G U,f(u>) > /(co') > 0. There is an e G fy(8) such that e = 1 near co, 0 < e < 1, and support(e) G U (because ^(8) is a conjugate closed Silov algebra). Then ef G <%(8)^ and \\ef\\x = (ef)(u). Since co G WP(8), 8(ef)(ic) = 0. But/ = e/near co; so 5(/)(co) = 0 also. □ Definition 1.5. Let ô be a closed * derivation in C(ß). A closed subset E G £2 is called a restriction set for 8 if 8(f)\E = 0 wheneverf\E = 0. If E is a restriction set, then the formula 8E(f\E) = 8(f)\E defines a * derivation in C(E) with domain {f\E:fG*ù(8)}. Proof. Suppose that / G ty (8)sa attains its maximum value at a point co0 G int WP(8). We have to show that o\/)(co0) = 0. Assume without loss of generality that/ < 0 and/(co0) = 0. Let U be an open neighborhood of to0 in int WP (8), and let e G tf)(8) satisfy e = 1 near co0, 0 < e < 1, and support(e) G U. For each
(l)ll/"-(/+^/«)IL< 1/3«, and
Therefore fn achieves its maximum value at a point con G U, and 8(fn)(wn) = 0, since U G WP(8). It follows from (2) that
If « is an accumulation point of <co">, then cô G U and 8(f)(u) = 0. Since U was an arbitrary neighborhood of co0 in int WP(8), this shows that 8(f)(u0) = 0; thus int WP(8) G int WP(8). The opposite inclusion is evident. □ This paper is part of my Ph.D. thesis [Gl] . I wish to thank Professor William Bade for his help and encouragement. I am also grateful to C. Batty and S. Sakai for helpful correspondence. The following lemma will be used in §4.
Lemma 2.2. Let 8 be a well behaved * derivation in C(I). Then 8(f)(0) = 8(f) (1) = Ofor all f G £î>(5).
Proof. Since 8 is closable and its closure is also well behaved [S2, Theorem 2.9], we can assume that 8 is closed. It also suffices to prove the statement for / real valued. If / is one-to-one in some neighborhood of 0, then / has a local extremum at 0, and 8(f)(0) = 0 (1.4). If / is never one-to-one in a neighborhood of 0, then in each neighborhood / has a local extremum, and therefore in each neighborhood there is a point p such that 8(f)(p) = 0. By continuity, 8(f)(0) = 0 in this case also.
Similarly, 8(f)(1) = 0. □ 3. A non-quasi-well behaved closed * derivation in C(I X I). While any non-qwb closed * derivation in C(I) must be fairly bizarre, there are rather tame examples of non-qwb closed * derivations in C(I X I). In fact there exist closed * derivations extending the partial derivative d/dx in C(I X I) such that the interior of the set of well behaved points is empty. To give such an example, we require the following lemma, due to Batty [B3, Theorem 4.4].
Lemma 3.1. Let 8 be a closed * derivation in C(ti) and let f G ker(t>)Ja. Let E = f-l(0) and let co0 G int WP(8) n E. If « G ^(8)^ and «(co0) = sup{«(co): co G £}, then 8(h)(ic0) = 0.
Consequently, if int WP(8) n E is dense in E, then £ is a restriction set for 8 and 8E is qwb. If E G int WP(8), then 8E is well behaved. Let us write 3 for d/dx. The natural domain for 3 is {/: 3/ exists and is continuous on Z X I}, and with this domain, 3 is a closed * derivation.
Let Y and Z be compact Hausdorff spaces. We say a continuous function $: (d) H(x, \ -t) = H(x, j + /) (x G I, 0 < t < {).
Then H is continuous, x h» ZZ(jc, _y) is a nondecreasing gcf for each y ¥=\, and Tn,k(y)=2y+\-k.
Define
If y =£ k ■ 2~", then x h> 4>" ^(x, _y) is a gcf, but
(1) the function x h-> <f>" k(x, k ■ 2~") is injective. Let /I be the C* algebra generated by {</>"*} and the 2nd coordinate function (x, y)r^*y, and let i>: I X I-> Z be a continuous function such that A = 4>°(C(Z)). We claim that $ is a gcf. Since it is clear that each fiber of 4> is a connected subset of I X {y} for some v, to prove the claim it will suffice to show that (2) for each even positive integer m and each odd y with 1 < j < 2m -I, the function x h> $>(x,j ■ 2~m) is a gcf. This proves (2) and shows that 4> is a gcf. From (1) it follows that x m> <&(x, k ■ 2~") is injective for each odd « and k with 1 < k < 2* -1. Thus <I> has all the desired properties.
4. An example. An example is given here of a closed subset ti of Z X I such that C(ti) has no nonzero closed quasi-well behaved * derivation but does admit nontrivial closed * derivations.
We construct an ti with the following properties: (i) The projection of ti on the second coordinate axis is totally disconnected. One can show that ti has the following property. The details can be found in [Gl, pp. 76-81].
Lemma. Let p G ti. For each e > 0 there is a triplet (n, k, ß) such that
Now suppose that ô is a closed * derivation in C(ti) and that/? G int WP(8). If ¿V is an open neighborhood of p in int WP(8), then by the lemma there is a triplet («, fc, /?) such that EnkB G ti and HnkB n ti G U. Let H = Hnkñ n ti. H is a restriction set for 5, and ô^ is well behaved (1.6). Since ^(5) is a Silov algebra and H is open and closed, the characteristic function \H of H is an element of ^(ô). It follows from this that 8H is also closed.
Let 77 denote the second coordinate projection on H; w(H) is totally disconnected and therefore C(w(Hj) is the uniform closure of the subalgebra generated by its projections. If e G C(w(H)) is a projection, then tr°(e) is a projection in C(H). Since 8H is a closed * derivation, ker(8H) contains the C* algebra generated by these projections; that is ker(8H) 2 v°(C(<*(H))) -*°(C(/)).
It follows that each set ZF = (I x {y}) n ZZ has the form /~'(0) for some real valued/ G ker(8H). By 3.1, if ZZr =£ 0, then ZF is a restriction set for fSw, and the induced derivation (8H)H> = 8H, is well behaved. Takings = bnß, we have Hy = It is easy to produce a nontrivial closed * derivation in C(ti). By the lemma U {Enkß: Enkß G ti} is dense in ti. Define 31 to be the set of/ G C(ti) such that df/dx exists on each Enkß G ti and 3//3x extends to a continuous function on ti. Note that 31 contains {/|a: / G C[(I x I)} and therefore 31 is dense in C(ti). The partial derivative 3/3x defines a closed * derivation in C(ti) with domain 91. This * derivation is of course not qwb. But it does satisfy a weaker condition defined by Batty in [B2] ; it is pseudo-well behaved.
